


Day 8 Compassion 

Compassion is empathy on steroids. 

As we have learned, empathy means understanding how others feel and putting 

yourself in their shoes. Compassion adds love to this understanding. In its 

purest form, it really means feeling love for all beings, even if they go against our 

own desires, they seek to cause us harm or they are at odds with our experience. 

(insert eye roll) 

In this instance, we are focusing on showing compassion to someone we don't 

like. 

Compassion requires that we have good personal boundaries. We must be able

to advocate for and defend our own needs. Try to put yourself in someone else's 

shoes and view them with kindness and understanding. What if their needs are 

contradictory to your own? If you can't assert or advocate for your own needs, 

you risk allowing them to take advantage of you, or becoming co-dependent on 

them. Compassion lies in viewing someone in the best possible light, 

understanding their needs and looking upon them with kindness--all without 

allowing them to manipulate, control, or abuse you. You have to be able to 

understand and even value someone else's perspective without becoming a 

doormat. The most compassionate people tend to have the best boundaries. 

So the essential prerequisites of compassion are empathy, boundaries, and the 

willingness to see others in the best possible light even when they are being 

hurtful. Not an easy combination, which is why so few people are 

compassionate. 



Day 8 Compassion 

Compassion is empathy on steroids. 

Compassion is the goal and reaching it is hard work. While there is NOT ONE 

PERSON in my life that is important enough for me to hate, there are some 

people whom I keep at a healthy distance. When I found myself inundated by 

this whole blended family thing, the word hate was thrown at me frequently. I 

am a person with high emotional intelligence, so I did not take such words to 

heart. I am not made of steel and I was affected by the looming negativity. I was 

pulled into this war that I did not even start! As the old folk say, I didn’t have a 

dog in that fight. I now had enemies and opponents that I’d never even laid eyes 

on! It was time for me to either put on my armor and retaliate or retreat to greener 

pastures. 

You may not see them as an opponent, but they see you as one. 

You find yourself locked in a tug-of-war with this woman. If you’re the mom, you 

are pulling for your kids, their relationship with their dad, and quite possibly, 

your own unresolved feelings. If you’re the stepmom, you’re pulling for your 

lover, the life you have planned with him, and your sanity. Depending on the 

day, the man in the middle will lean more or less toward either side. This drives 

tensions even higher between your two households. 

Remind me, what are we fighting for again? 

At a certain point, you will be so deep in the trenches of battle that you will have 

forgotten what you’re fighting for. Both sides have committed awful 

transgressions against one another, so no one is completely innocent. Blame 

shifting, projection, and denial run rampant throughout your lives and by now 

you are far removed from developing compassion for your foe. In order to 

remove yourself and reclaim what’s rightfully yours, you’ll have to learn to feel 

compassion for the other woman. 



$25.99
includes shipping of the 60+page workbook and all 

10 of the Daily High Intensity Video Tutorials. 

The Girl, Bye! Master Class goes live 

Monday January 15, 2018. 

You will be emailed your log in credentials then. 

eBook avaiable for $21.99

Pre-Sale!



While you wait... Let's Connect

Join the Facebook group

Follow us on Instagram

Like us on Facebook

Visit the website

Girl, Hey! Head back over 
to the Girl, Bye! page

-xo Naja

CLICK THE ICONS

http://www.instagram.com/blendedandblack
http://www.facebook.com/groups/blendedandblack
http://www.facebook.com/blendedandblack
http://www.blendedandblack.com/
http://www.blendedandblack.com/girl-bye

